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Individual Application for INCOSE CSEP through SESA
See Form 2 "Instructions for Completing Form 1" for guidance on preparing this application.
Section 1: General Information
Section 2: SESA and Engineers Australia Membership and INCOSE Certification Details
Type of Certification Requested with this Application
Chartered Engineer?
Section 3: Fee Payment
Fees payable are detailed at www.sesa.org.au under the CASE/CSEP Applications link.  Upon receipt of this application, an invoice will be supplied to the applicant providing confirmation of fees and payment options.
Please confirm (from Section 1) or enter an alternate valid email address for invoice delivery below:
Section 4: Education
#
Colleges and Universities*
Start Year
Graduation Year
Major Field
Original Degree name
Equivalent degree
* Copies of college or university transcripts or diplomas must be submitted as proof of having received a    degree
Please indicate your status and the minimum years of experience that are applicable to you:
            Note: INCOSE is the final authority on degree applicability.
Section 4: Education
Experience
Review Form 2 for details on experience requirements for CSEP and how to use this form. You must document at least one position and at least 3 SE functional areas. You may submit multiple applications if you need more positions or space to describe your work. 
For CPEng CSEP applicants*, where experience is being claimed from your Chartered Engineer (CPEng) application, cite “Evidence provided in CPEng Application” within the “Summarise your role and system of interest” field for Position 1.  Also include, within this field, details of the episodes in which SE experience is being claimed.
Experience (Continued)
Position 1
      
Choose functional area
Experience (Continued)
Position 2
      
Choose functional area
Experience (Continued)
Position 3
      
Choose functional area
Experience (Continued)
Position 4
      
Choose functional area
Experience (Continued)
Position 5
      
Choose functional area
Experience (Continued)
Position 6
      
Choose functional area
Experience (Continued)
Position 7
      
Choose functional area
Experience (Continued)
Summary Table on Breadth and Depth of Applicant's SE Experience 
This table automatically fills in with the total months of experience recorded in each systems engineering area above.
Work in Months by Position and SE Area
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
Total Months of Effort in Each SE Area
SE Functional Areas
Requirements Engineering
System and Decision Analysis
Architecture/ Design Development
Systems Integration
Verification and Validation
System Operation and Maintenance
Technical Planning
Technical Monitoring and Control
Acquisition and Supply
Information and Configuration Management
Risk and Opportunity Management
Lifecycle Process Definition and Management
Specialty Engineering
Organizational Project Enabling Activities
Other
Total Months of SE in Position (documented)
Total Months in Position (calendar)
Affidavit by Applicant
I, the undersigned, have read the contents and information hereof, and to the best of my knowledge and belief the statements contained in this application are true in substance and effect and are made in good faith. I further state that I have read the INCOSE Code of Ethics and pledge to adhere to it. I further understand that my name (with organization/division, city, state, and country) will be posted on the INCOSE public web site and may be otherwise communicated by INCOSE if I am recognized as a Systems Engineering Professional. Although my application materials may be used for INCOSE research efforts, no personally identifiable information will be published other than that listed above. I understand that I have an ongoing obligation to keep my information current with INCOSE. I further understand that my experience will be considered only through the date of this application, noted below. I understand that I have one calendar year from the application date to complete all of the activities associated with the application. 
Optional Information
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